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respect of which the time was given (0). On the other
hand, for the same reason the guarantor cannot arbitrarily
revoke his guarantee during the course of the hiring or
hire-purchase agreement (p).
If a transaction is fictitious in the sense that it purports
to be a hire-purchase agreement but is in reality a cloak
to a bill of sale, as in the case of In re Watson, Ex parie
Official Receiver in Bankruptcy (q), not only is the hirer
entitled to avoid it, but any guarantor of the hirer's
obligations is discharged (r), but it would appear that
guarantors of a hire-purchase agreement entered into by
a company ultra vires, but in the belief that it was intra
vires, and bona fide, are liable on their guarantees (s).
Where a document purports to guarantee a contract by
an infant which is void and incapable of ratification by
reason of the Infants Relief Act, 1874 (t), or otherwise, it
is not a guarantee, but the so-called guarantor is treated
as having acted as a principal and as having incurred a
principal's liability (u), and the document as being an
indemnity.
As soon as the principal debtor has made default, the
liability of the guarantor arises (v), and notice of the default
need not be given to the guarantor (w), the surety being
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